On Saturday morning, 12/13/14 officers took a report of a stolen vehicle and auto burglary which occurred in the 5100 block of Horseshoe Place NE.

The victim reported that during the night someone entered his 2009 GM Yukon parked in his driveway taking his wife’s purse and the keys to his 2004 silver Mercedes-Benz E320 (FL tag BNHD09), which was now missing from the driveway.

The credit cards taken from the purse left in the Yukon were later used by a woman at several local retail establishments. Store surveillance video of the woman can viewed at http://youtu.be/smqLLGMebtQ

At one point in the video she can be seen getting into dark colored sedan driven by another unseen suspect in the parking lot. This not the stolen Mercedez, which is still missing.

If you have any information on this suspect’s identity, please call the St. Petersburg Police at 727-893-7780 or use the anonymous Tip-411! Text “SPPD” and your tip to 847-411 (Tip-411).
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